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Lego letters: f

Use lego duplo bricks to build the letter F.



playdough letters

Add some playdough to decorate the letters and the Face



F is for Flying
F is for Fox
Flying Foxs ,also known as as fruit bats , are 
the largest bats in the world. They live in the 
tropics and subtropics of Asia, Australia, 
East Africa. All species of flying foxes only 
feed on nectar, blossoms, pollen, and fruit.. 
Smell and eyesight are very well-developed 
in flying foxes

My Name is:

Fun Fish Facts

Animals that starts with E

Ferret

Falcon                  

Fire ants                

Fly                

I know more F animals

My favorit F animal is:

Fish

Fish are a class of  vertebrates (animals with a 
backbone) that live only in the water using gills 
to breath. They are characterized by having fins, 
which is used for swimming or balance, and lack 
of limbs.  

Fun Fish Facts:

Tuna family and the Mackerel shark family are the only 
known warm-blooded with fish.  That means most 
fish's temperature is not different then there surround-
ing water's temperature.    

Most fish have a skeleton made of bone (bony fish ) but 
some, like sharks, have a skeleton made of cartilage.

Whale shark are the biggest fish  at 16 m (51 ft) long. 
Stout Infantfis are amongst the smallest: only 8 mm 
(1/4 in.) .

There are almost 28,000 known extant species, of 
which almost 27,000 are bony fish.

jellyfish and starfish are not fish at all!  They are marine 
invertebrates. 



Fishing game
Letters Fishing game
Make the Fish
1. Print the fish 
2. Use colorful  foam sheets. Draw fish shapes  using the template 
and cut them.
3. Use Sharpies to write letters on the fish. 
4. Slip a paper clip on the top of each fish.

 

Make the Fishing Pole
1. Screw an eye hook into one end of your wooden dowel. 
2. Tie a string onto the eye hook 
3. Use a hot glue gun to glue a strong magnet to the bottom of the 
string. 
(Regular magnets might not be strong enough to hold the fish but 
the magnets labeled ‘super strong’ work perfectly!)

 Playing the Fishing letters Game 
1. Spread the fish out on a flat surface with the letters facing 
down.
2. Use your fishing pole to catch a fish!
3. Find a word starting with that letter and you can keep the fish.
Note:  Use all the letter the child already learned and as the child 
learns more letters just add more fish
An alternative letters fishing game:
 1. Spread the fish out on a flat surface with the letters facing up.
2. Write a word 
3. Use your fishing pole to catch the fish that spell the chosen 
word
As your child progress with spelling start omitting letters when you 
write words but say the word you are looking for.  Omit letters that 
the child can easily indentify by the sound they make.  For example 
say Mango  and write _ango.    

F



Fascinating world
F is for Fossils::  the preserved remains of 
plants or animals. 
F is for Facts
Fascinating facts about animals and 
plants ,that inhabited earth in ancient time  
are discovered  by studying fossils.

 

Fossils
Have you ever wondered how scientist know about animals and plant 
that inhabited the world in ancient time and are extinct today?  For 
example: Dinosaurs.   When Dinosaurs  inhabited the earth there were 
no humans to take pictures of them or write about them.   How is it 
,then ,that scientist are able know how big they where, how they 
moved,  what they ate,  how they looked like,  Even their colors.   Most 
of this information is a product of the study of fossils. 
Fossils are preserved remains of plants or animals that are  over 
10,000 years old. 
There are two main types of fossils, body fossils and trace fossils. 
Body fossils are the preserved remains of a plant or animal’s body. 
Trace fossils are the remains of the activity of an animal, such as 
preserved trackways, footprints, fossilized egg shells, and nests.

My Name is: My favorit F Country  is:

  

  

AsiaEurope

South
America

North 
America

Africa

Antarctica

Australia

U.S states starting with F

France
  Florida

  

  Finland

Fiji

Falkland Islands

ContinentSome F coutries

Take a globe (or look at a big world map). Find the F contries 
listed: What continents are they in? . Trace their name.



My Name is: My favorit F Country  is:

What continent is the country in?

Draw the flag

Asia Africa Antarctica Europe

North America South America

English Spanish France

Yes No

Other

Is it close to the equator?

What Animals are native to this coutry?

What do I love about this coutry?

What is the formal language in this country?

My Favori te F country

Fascinating world



Find the pattern

ff F ff F ff
fF fF fF fF 
FFF f FFF f
ff FF ff FF 

fFf fff fFf fff 
FfF fFf FfF fFf

ff fFf fFFf fFFFf
F fF ffF fffF  

Find the pattern in each row and write what comes next in the blank.

Now that you are a pro in sequences let's try some more challenging ones.



I-Spy can be found in the book  A to Z finding a pet for me 

I-Spy



My Emotions

F is for Funny
F is for face
F is for Fun
Drawing a funnry face is fun. Can you draw a funney 
face?

 

Hi, I am the emotion critter from A to Z finding a pet for me.
I don’t have a name so today I asked my friend , the letter E, to 
name me. Can you help him find a E name for me?
How am I feeling today can you tell?
Can you tell a story about why I feel that way?
How do you look when you feel like I do today? Draw a pic for me.



My Stickers Book 

Animals



My Stickers Book 

Fruits and Veggies

Verbs



My Stickers Book 



My Stickers Book 

 



Print and laminate the pictures page and the stickers notebook pages.
Cut the pictures.
Make  small Plasticine balls and use it to attach the pictures to the stickers notebook.
Note: As the kids learn more letter mix the pictures and have your child attach it to the right letter.
Note 2: If your child like Velcro you can use it instead. 
Note 3: Another way to use the stickers book is to buy a lot of stickers and have your child stick them in 
the right letter.
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